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Corresponding OMB Memo to CIOs:

• Requires, “Implementing and 

automating enforcement of these 

configurations;”

•“NIST has established a program to 

develop and maintain common security 

configurations for many operating 

systems and applications, and the 

“Security Content Automation 

[Protocol]” can help your agency 
use common security 

configurations. Additionally, NIST’s

revisions to Special Publication 800-70, 

“Security Configuration Checklist 

Program for IT Products,” will provide 

your agency additional guidance for 

implementing common security 

configurations.  For additional 

information about NIST’s programs, 

please contact Stephen Quinn, at 

Stephen.Quinn@nist.gov.”

OMB Memo M-07-11
Implementation of Commonly Accepted Security Configurations for Windows Operating Systems



“The provider of information technology shall 

certify applications are fully functional and 
operate correctly as intended on systems using 

the Federal Desktop Core Configuration (FDCC).

This includes Internet Explorer 7 configured to 

operate on Windows XP and Vista (in Protected 
Mode on Vista).“

“Applications designed for normal end users shall 

run in the standard user context without elevated 
system administration privileges.”

“The National Institute of Standards and 

Technology (NIST) and the Department of 

Homeland Security continue to work with Microsoft 

to establish a virtual machine to provide agencies 

and information technology providers’ access to 

Windows XP and VISTA  images. The images will 

be pre-configured with the recommended 
security settings for test and evaluation 
purposes to help certify applications operate 
correctly. “

OMB Memo M-07-18
Ensuring New Acquisitions Include Common Security Configurations



Producing an FDCC

Virtual Machine Image

Implement FDCC settings on virtual machine 

images

Use SCAP to verify FDCC settings were 

implemented correctly

� Windows XP

� Windows Vista

� Windows XP Firewall

� Windows Vista Firewall

� Internet Explorer 7.0

Reconcile any “failed” SCAP tests

Record any exceptions

=
FDCC Virtual

Machine Image



Test Lab Scenario



OMB 31 July 2007 Memo to CIOs
Establishment of Windows XP and VISTA Virtual Machine and Procedures for Adopting the Federal 

Desktop Core Configurations

“As we noted in the June 1, 2007 follow-up policy 

memorandum M-07-18, “Ensuring New Acquisitions Include 

Common Security Configurations,” a virtual machine 

would be established “to provide agencies and 

information technology providers’ access to Windows 

XP and VISTA images.” The National Institute of 

Standards and Technology (NIST), Microsoft, the 

Department of Defense, and the Department of Homeland 

Security have now established a website hosting the virtual 

machine images, which can be found at: 

http://csrc.nist.gov/fdcc.”

“Your agency can now acquire information technology 

products that are self-asserted by information technology 

providers as compliant with the Windows XP & VISTA 

FDCC, and use NIST’s Security Content Automation 

Protocol (S-CAP) to help evaluate providers’ self-

assertions.  Information technology providers must use 

S-CAP validated tools, as they become available, to 

certify their products do not alter these configurations, 

and agencies must use these tools when monitoring 

use of these configurations.”



Generate FDCC compliance and deviation reports
�

Monitor previous implementations for FDCC compliance
�

Assess new implementations for FDCC compliance
�

Test to ensure products do not change the FDCC 

settings
��

Function

Product 

Teams
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Teams

Accomplishing FDCC with SCAP

Quote from OMB Memo Establishment of Windows XP and VISTA Virtual Machine 

and Procedures for Adopting the Federal Desktop Core Configurations

“Information technology providers must use S-CAP validated tools, as they 
become available, to certify their products do not alter these configurations, 
and agencies must use these tools when monitoring use of these 
configurations. “



Test / Assess / Monitor Scenario





FDCC Update Scenario


